MPI activities throughout the week will take place in *Harvey Mudd College*
Address:  *Shanahan Building at 320 E. Foothill Blvd., Claremont*
(3rd floor classrooms: 3421, 3425, 3461, 3465, 3466)

**Monday (June 25):**
8:30  Light breakfast & registration  
*Thomas Garret Plaza (ground level, outside of the Café at Shanahan Building)*
9:00  Opening remarks  **B460**
9:15  W.L. Gore and Associates  **B460**
9:45  Toronto General Hospital  **B460**
10:15  Revon System Inc.  **B460**
10:45  Coffee  Shanahan building basement level
11:15  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  **B460**
11:45  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  **B460**
12:15  Lunch  Shanahan building  *the 3rd floor outdoor classroom space*
1:30  Boeing Company  **B460**
2:00  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
3:30  Break
3:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
5:30  Workshop reception  
Math South IMS (Conference Room)

**Tuesday (June 26):**
8:30  Light breakfast  
*Thomas Garret Plaza (ground level, outside of the Café at Shanahan Building)*
9:00  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
10:30  Break
10:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
12:15  Lunch  Shanahan building  *the 3rd floor outdoor classroom space*
1:30  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
3:30  Break
3:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
5:00  Group progress reports  **B460**

**Wednesday (June 27):**
8:30  Light breakfast  
*Thomas Garret Plaza (ground level, outside of the Café at Shanahan Building)*
9:00  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
10:30  Break
10:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
12:15  Lunch  Shanahan building  the 3rd floor outdoor classroom space
1:30  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
3:30  Break
3:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
5:00  Group progress reports  B460

Thursday (June 28):
8:30  Light breakfast
  *Thomas Garret Plaza (ground level, outside of the Café at Shanahan Building)*

9:00  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
10:30  Break
10:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
12:15  Lunch  Shanahan building  the 3rd floor outdoor classroom space
1:30  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms
3:30  Break
3:45  Working groups  Shanahan building 3rd floor classrooms

Friday (June 29):
8:30  Light breakfast
  *Thomas Garret Plaza (ground level, outside of the Café at Shanahan Building)*

9:00  W. L. Gore and Associates Summary Presentation  B460
9:30  Toronto General Hospital  Summary Presentation  B460
10:00  Revon System Inc.  Summary Presentation  B460
10:30  Break
11:00  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Summary Presentation  B460
11:30  Jet Propulsion Laboratory Summary Presentation  B460
12:00  Boeing Company  Summary Presentation  B460
12:30  "Coleman Balls",  closing remarks
12:30  Lunch  Shanahan building  the 3rd floor outdoor classroom space